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ABSTRACT
Link prediction is the task of predicting missing connections be-
tween entities in the knowledge graph (KG). While various forms
of models are proposed for the link prediction task, most of them
are designed based on a few known relation patterns in several
well-known datasets. Due to the diversity and complexity nature
of the real-world KGs, it is inherently difficult to design a model
that fits all datasets well. To address this issue, previous work has
tried to use Automated Machine Learning (AutoML) to search for
the best model for a given dataset. However, their search space is
limited only to bilinear model families. In this paper, we propose
a novel Neural Architecture Search (NAS) framework for the link
prediction task. First, the embeddings of the input triplet are re-
fined by the Representation Search Module. Then, the prediction
score is searched within the Score Function Search Module. This
framework entails a more general search space, which enables us
to take advantage of several mainstream model families, and thus
it can potentially achieve better performance. We relax the search
space to be continuous so that the architecture can be optimized
efficiently using gradient-based search strategies. Experimental re-
sults on several benchmark datasets demonstrate the effectiveness
of our method compared with several state-of-the-art approaches.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Knowledge representation
and reasoning.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Knowledge Graph (KG) consists of facts in the form of triplet (h, r , t),
where the head h and tail t are entities while the relation r refers
to different types of edges between entities. In recent years, KG
has been successfully applied to many fields [3, 10]. However, most
existing KGs are incomplete and noisy, which severely limits their
application in practice [5]. To tackle this issue, the link prediction
task has been proposed to predict the existence of links between
any two entities in a KG [2], which quickly becomes a fundamental
and challenging task in the KG field.
One strand of existing link prediction models operates in a re-
constructive way. They reconstruct the embedding of the head (or
tail) of a triplet (h, r , t) using the corresponding relation and tail
(or head) embeddings, and calculate the plausibility of the triplet
by measuring the difference between the original and the recon-
structed embeddings. These works either model this relationship
in an explainable way (e.g., TransE [2], RotatE [12]), or utilize the
black-box but expressive convolution operations (e.g., ConvE [4]).
Another strand of works considers link prediction as a semantic
matching problem [6]. They take the embeddings of the head, rela-
tion and tail as input, and output a matching score for the elements
in each triplet using bi-linear transformation (e.g., DistMult [15],
SimplE [7]), convolution (e.g., ConvKB [11]) and etc.
These works vary a lot in situations that they are suitable for, like
the relation types in the KG, the sparsity of the KG, etc. Therefore,
choosing a suitable architecture for a specific KG often requires
careful analysis of both the dataset and the model. To tackle this
issue, Zhang et al. [16] proposes to use AutoML to greedily search
for optimal score functions for distinct KGs. However, their work
is constrained to bilinear semantic matching models and does not
include the reconstruction-based models into their search space.
In this paper, we propose a novel Neural Architecture Search
(NAS) framework to search for the most effective architecture for a
given dataset. The framework entails a more general search space
that contains both semantic matching models and reconstructive
models. Therefore, it has the potential to combine the strength of
the two model families. Instead of searching over a discrete set of
candidate architectures, we relax the search space to be continuous,
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so that the architecture can be optimized using the efficient gradient-
based search algorithm.
As shown in Fig. 1, our NAS framework contains two search
modules. The representation search module aims to refine the embed-
dings eh ,er ,et of the head, relation, and tail respectively through
multiple representation layers. The score function search module is
responsible for selecting a shallow architecture to calculate a plausi-
bility score for the input triplet. While the operators in each module
have a broad range of choices, in this work, we primarily focus on a
proof-of-concept of this two-level search space by constraining the
operators to architectures that are representatives of existing link
prediction models. Specifically, we constrain the search space of the
representation search module to be reconstructive models, whose
input and output have good compatibility of this module. As for the
score function search module, we select representative models from
mainstream model families in the link prediction task. To avoid
overfitting, we also add the identity operation in the representation
search module so that the NAS algorithm could choose to use the
original eh ,er ,et , or even degenerate to the basic models in the
score function search module when necessary.
On the one hand, we can consider the representation search
module refines eh ,er ,et in a black-box way. On the other hand,
the output of the representation search module may also embed the
constraints modeled in the reconstruction-based models. Therefore,
the final score could potentially benefit from the cross-validation of
multiple models, which will likely lead to better prediction results.
We evaluate our approach on several popular benchmark datasets.
Extensive experiments demonstrate that our approach has good
generalization ability over different datasets, and achieves better
performance than strong baseline models in most of the datasets.
score
h
r
t
representation search score function search
+ fusion operation
Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer N
Figure 1: Overview of NASE. Solid lines indicate direct con-
nections, while dashed lines indicate searchable connec-
tions that are determined by the architecture search process.
2 APPROACH
2.1 Problem Formulation
Let E, R denote the entity set and the relation set in a knowledge
graph G which can be formalised as a set of triplets {(h, r , t)} ⊆
E×R×E. Given a triplet (h, r , t), we denote the embeddings of them
as eh , er , et ∈ Rd . The link prediction task can be formulated as
maximizing a function f (h, r , t) over all triplets, which is expected
to give higher scores for valid triplets than invalid ones. Our work
aims to find the best performing architecture of f (h, r , t) given a
pre-defined architecture space via Network Architecture Search
(NAS) for a specific dataset.
2.2 Search Space for Link Prediction
We name our framework as NASE, which refers to NAS-based
knolwedge graph embedding for link prediction. As illustrated in
Fig. 1, NASE utilizes two search modules. The representation search
module aims to generate more informative embeddings for head,
relation, and tail, while the goal of the score function search module
is to find a suitable architecture to integrate these embeddings
to produce the final plausibility score for the (h, r , t) triplet. The
representation part searches among several reconstructive models.
And the search space of the score function is more flexible that it
contains both reconstruction based and semantic matching based
ones. Since the resulting architecture may contain multiple base
models, our framework potentially has the ability to combine the
strength of several model families.
2.2.1 Representation Search Module. In the representation search
module, we include the convolution operators and translation op-
erators in our search space, which correspond to two mainstream
model families of the reconstruction-based link prediction models.
As shown in Fig. 1, each representation layer takes the embed-
dings of the head, relation, and tail as input, and produce a set of
new embeddings. Each operator is followed by a fusion step that
linearly combines the new embeddings of the head, relation, or tail
with the original ones. For example, we define the fusion step of
the head embedding as follow:
e l+1h = β
l
he
l
h
+ (1 − βlh )opt(elr ,elt ), (1)
βlh = σ (W lh [elh ; opt(elr ,elt )] + blh ), (2)
where elh is the head embedding output at layer l , opt(·, ·) denotes
an searchable operator,W lh and b
l
h are trainable parameters. The
goal of introducing the fusion step is to force the new embedding
to focus on the information about the head, rather than things
that should be modeled by relation or tail embeddings. Likewise,
this transformation is also applied to elr and elt . Specifically, we
enumerate the three categories of candidate operators as follows:
Convolution Operators. Similar to ConvE [4], we use 1D convo-
lution with filter sizes 2, 4, and 2D convolution with filter sizes 3, 5
as candidate operators.
e l+1h = ReLU
(
Conv1d([e lr ; e lt ])
)
, e l+1h = ReLU
(
Conv2d([e lr ; e lt ])
)
, (3)
where [·; ·] is row-wise concatenation, e denote 2D reshaping of e .
Translation Operators. Translation-based models follow the re-
striction of:
дr,1(eh ) + er − дr,2(et ) = 0 (4)
whereдr, ·(x) is a model-specific transformation function. eh ,er ,et
can be inferred using Eq. 4 given the other two embeddings and
the inverse function of дr, ·(x). In this work, we use дr, ·(x) = Wx,
andW can be either an identity matrix or an unconstrained one.
Therefore, our search space includes two famous translation-based
models: TransE [2] and TransR [8].
Identity Operators. The identity operator directly maps the input
to output without any transformations. The purpose of introducing
such an operator is to prevent the resulting architecture from being
too complicated, and it enables the final model to degenerate to
basic models in the score function search space.
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2.2.2 Score Function Search Module. In this module, we search
among several semantic matching based models to produce a final
plausibility score, which is used to predict whether the triplet is
valid. While we can include as many models as we want, we only
include 1-2 representative models in each model family for proof-
of-concept. The experimental results show that this search space
already produces satisfying results.
Convolution-Based Score Function.Our convolution-based score
function has a similar form to ConvKB [11]:
f (h, r , t) =W (ReLU(Conv([eh ;er ;et ])) ) , (5)
where Conv(·) indicates the convolution layer withM 3 ∗ 3 filters
andW ∈ R1×Md is a trainable matrix.
Translation-Based Score Function.Weuse the classic TransE [2]
as the translation-based score function:
f (h, r , t) = | |eh + er − et | |p , (6)
where | | · | |p denotes the p-norm.
Bilinear Score Function. We adopt two bilinear models: Dist-
Mult [15] (Eq. 7), and SimplE [7] (Eq. 8):
f (h, r , t) = eThMr et , (7)
f (h, r , t) = 1/2
(
eThMr ,et + e
T
h ,M
′
r ,et
)
, (8)
where Mr is the diagonal matrix generated from er , and M ′r is
another randomly initialzed diagonal matrix for relation r .
MLP Score Function. Each triplet representation (eh ,er ,et ) is
concatenated into a single feature vector. The feature vector is then
fed into a single-hidden-layer MLP to calculate the final score.
2.3 Search Procedure of NASE
We use the gradient-based search strategy proposed by DARTS [9]
as the architecture search algorithm. Specifically, if a function д =
φ(x) can be instantiated by k candidate operations φ1,φ2, ...,φk ,
we then define k corresponding operation weights α1,α2, ...,αk ,
and relaxes the original equation as follows in the search phase:
д =
k∑
i=1
aiφi (x ), ai = exp(αi )∑k
i=1 exp(αi )
(9)
In NASE, as shown in the dashed hyperedges that links inputs
and outputs in Fig. 1, we need to search for the functions used to
calculate eh ,er ,et in each representation layer, and the final score
function. The candidates for each dashed hyperedge have their own
operation weights.
The model weights θ and the operation weights α are updated
iteratively. For each batch, we first update θ with α fixed using
SGD. Then,α is updated using the new θ . Both θ andα are updated
according to the following loss function:
L = − 1
N
N∑
i=1
(yi log(f (·)) + (1 − yi )(1 − log(f (·))), (10)
where the label yi is 1 if the triplet (h, r , t) is valid and 0 otherwise,
f (·) is the architecture that produces the plausibility score. After
convergence, the candidates with the most significant weights are
selected to form the final architecture. Finally, the resulting archi-
tecture is then trained from scratch.
3 EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Experimental Setup
DatasetsWe evaluate our model on five public benchmark datasets:
FB15k-237 [13], WN18RR [2], Medical-E 1, Medical-C 2, and Mili-
tary 3. Existing KG embedding methods are usually designed based
on the commonly used FB15k-237 andWN18RR datasets. Therefore,
we include the other three less common datasets to better compare
the dataset adaptation ability of each system. The statistics of these
KGs are shown in Table 1.
Dataset Entity Relation Train Validation Test
FB15k-237 14,541 237 272,115 17,535 20,466
WN18RR 40,943 11 86,835 3,034 3,134
Medical-E 1,516 5 5,000 1,000 1,000
Medical-C 22,119 6 156,367 13,682 24,048
Military 11,975 15 92,016 11,502 11,502
Table 1: Statistics of Each Dataset.
Training DetailsWe perform grid search for hyper-parameters:
number of representation layers N = {1, 2, 3, 4}, embedding di-
mension d = {100, 200, 400}, learning rate lr = {1e-2, 1e-3, 1e-4},
batch sizeM = {128, 256}. We find that the following combination
performs best in most datasets: N = 1, d = 400, lr = 1e−3,M = 128.
BaselinesWe compare NASE with several state-of-the-art models:
(1) Reconstruction-Based Models: TransE [2], TransR [8], ConvE [4]
and RotatE [12]. (2) Semantic Matching Models: DistMult [15],
ComplEx [14], SimplE [7], TuckER [1] and ConvKB [11]. (3) AutoML
System: AutoSF [16]. Results are taken from published papers, if
possible. Other results are produced by running publicly released
codes, and we tune the hyperparameters via grid search.
3.2 Results
As can be seen in Table 2, NASE clearly outperforms AutoSF in
four out of five datasets, which demonstrates the effectiveness of
our architecture. However, we also observe that our model is infe-
rior to AutoSF in the WN18RR dataset except for the MR metric.
The main reason for this phenomenon is that, as shown in Ta-
ble 1, the WN18RR dataset is the sparsest one in the five datasets.
Besides, we can also see that there is no absolute winner among
human-designed models. On the other side, NASE achieves better
or comparable results to them except for RotatE in WN18RR. Note
that FB15k-237 and WN18RR are two of the most commonly used
datasets in link prediction, which means their characteristics are
well studied by existing link prediction works. Therefore, achieving
the best results in FB15k-237 and all other less common datasets
confirms that NASE has a good generalization ability to different
datasets with various characteristics. We do not include RotatE in
our search space because it requires er to have different dimension
from eh and et . We leave this to the future work.
Fig. 2 shows two architectures searched by NASE. We observe
that most of the resulting architectures only utilize one represen-
tation layer, which is consistent with the observations in previous
1We construct Medical-E by extracting drug and disease entities from the Freebase
with five relations: treatments, symptoms, risk factors, causes, and prevention factors.
2https://github.com/liuhuanyong/QASystemOnMedicalKG
3http://openkg.cn/dataset/techkg10
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FB15k-237 WN18RR Medical-E Medical-C Military
MR MRR H@10 MR MRR H@10 MR MRR H@10 MR MRR H@10 MR MRR H@10
TransE 357 .294 .465 3384 .226 .501 289 .350 .425 1061 .304 .391 198 .387 .618
TransR 349 .301 .461 3317 .219 .498 301 .352 .421 1059 .302 .401 192 .381 .599
RotatE 177 .338 .533 3340 .476 .571 149 .437 .541 1122 .320 .412 155 .419 .633
ConvE 244 .325 .501 5277 .460 .480 247 .399 .458 1739 .321 .397 305 .391 .561
DistMult 254 .241 .419 5110 .430 .490 271 .362 429 1273 .346 .427 187 .380 .592
ComplEx 339 .247 .428 5261 .440 .510 207 .367 .496 1577 .335 .419 487 .367 .496
SimplE 203 .341 534 3561 .462 .550 154 .429 .539 1108 .313 .440 167 .402 .635
TuckER - .358 .544 - .470 .526 152 .445 .545 1010 .350 .423 161 .399 .612
ConvKB 257 .396 .517 2554 .248 .525 150 .361 .521 989 .341 .449 160 .420 .624
AutoSF - .360 .552 - .490 .567 151 .451 .537 896 .352 .440 231 .418 .606
NASE 170 .421 .575 2147 .465 .553 147 .525 .588 765 .360 .461 154 .440 .654
Table 2: Link prediction results. Bold and underlined numbers refer to the best and second-best results respectively.
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Figure 2: Two architectures searched on by NASE.
works that deep architectures will usually cause overfitting prob-
lem. The only exception occurs in the Medical-E dataset, where
the resulting architecture contains two representation layers. We
conjecture that this is due to the simplicity of the Medical-E dataset.
It only has two types of entities with five relation types. The test set
and train set are also identically distributed. Therefore, overfitting
is a less severe problem than underfitting in this dataset.
3.3 Ablation Study
Ablation MR MRR H@10
Full NASE 170 .421 .575
(-) Representation search module 201 .395 .566
(-) Score function search module 229 .389 .559
(-) Fusion step 251 .380 .550
Table 3: Ablation study on FB15k-237 dataset by NASE.
To demonstrate the influence of the components in our NAS
framework, we also conduct an ablation study using FB15k-237.
As shown in Table 3, removing the representation search mod-
ule clearly decreases the performance in all metrics, which proves
the effectiveness of our representation search module. Besides, as
shown in the third row of Table 3, removing the score function
search module also decreases the performance, but it still performs
much better than vanilla TransE (see Table 2). This again indicates
that the representation search module can produce more infor-
mative representations than the original one. Moreover, we also
examine the performance of the fusion step by replacing the linear
combination with direct addition. The drop indicates that using
learnable weights to linearly combine the input and output vec-
tors in the representation layers plays an essential role in learning
high-quality representations.
4 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we propose a novel NAS framework for the link
prediction task, which can combine the strength of both recon-
struction based and semantic matching based models. Experimen-
tal results show that NASE outperforms several state-of-the-art
human-designed models and AutoML based models in most of the
datasets. In future work, we would like to explore the possibility of
more general search spaces to include more strong architectures.
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